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The Tradition line is the original tambour wrap

cabinet. These sturdy cabinets will support up

to 200 lbs. Available in all exhibit fabrics and a

selection of laminated tambour - making it the

best variety of cabinetry you can find.

The cabinets assemble in just minutes without

the use of tools and break down to ship in

wheeled, roto-molded cases that are UPS 

and FedEx shippable. Available accessories

include: locking doors, keyboard pullouts,

shelves, monitor openings and lighting.

Benefits:

Hundreds of colors and surface options.

A multitude of accessories.

Holds up to 200lbs.

Fast, simple assembly - no tools.

UPS and FedEx shippable.

Limited lifetime warranty.

TRA

 

4-04

The widest variety of portable
cabinetry in the world.
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Wheeled, roto-molded 
shipping case. UPS and
FedEx shippable.



The Epic line features ground-breaking design

and engineering giving you the look of custom,

at the price of modular! These simple, strong

and beautiful cabinets feature interchangeable,

high-quality components. Available in hundreds

of high-pressure laminate finishes to match

your display. (Fabric finish also available.)

These cabinets assemble in just minutes with-

out the use of tools and break down to ship in

wheeled, roto-molded cases that are UPS and 

FedEx shippable. Available accessories include:

locking doors, keyboard pullouts, shelves, 

monitor openings and lighting.

Benefits:

Hundreds of surface options.

A multitude of accessories.

Holds up to 300lbs.

Fast, simple assembly - no tools required.

UPS and FedEx shippable.

Limited lifetime warranty.

EP 11-04

A standard in modular cabinets -
simple, strong and beautiful.

Wheeled, roto-molded 
shipping case. UPS and
FedEx shippable.
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New Computer Pedestal
with Monitor Riser

23" Round Computer Pedestal 36" 
High with 6" High Monitor Riser.
ORD #: CPR23-36-6AR

Without Riser:
ORD #: CPR23-36

UltraForm is excited to bring you a new low-cost computer

pedestal. This money-saving/space-saving design features a

23" round pedestal cabinet 36" high with keyboard tray.

The 16" round, 6” high monitor riser attaches to an aluminum

stand-off giving the cabinet a unique, eye-catching design. It’s

available in any Frontrunner or Prelude fabric, or any stock

laminated tambour color. (Non-stock tambour available at

additional charge.) Packs flat in a standard UF4325 shipping

case. (Optional)

Benefits:
● Quality cabinetry at a low cost.
● Hundreds of color combinations.
● Holds up to 200 lbs.
● Fast, simple assembly - no tools.
● Wire management grommets included.
● UPS and FedEx shippable.
● Limited lifetime warranty.

CPR23-36-6 8-05

Six inch high monitor
riser on stand-off.

Wire management
grommets standard.
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The UltraLite line was designed to create tables,

pedestals and computer stands that are stand-alone

or can be combined to create multiple units. These

cabinets feature curved radius tops to compliment

10’ popups and folding panel wall systems. Graphic-

ready panels with a smooth finish are available.

Benefits:
● Strong materials at a fraction of the weight.
● Lighter weight = savings on shipping costs.
● Will hold up to 150lbs.
● Easy to follow assembly - no tools required.
● Stand-alone units.
● Graphic-ready finish available.

UL 4-04

Strong, flexible and lightweight
cabinets designed with the small
to mid-size exhibitor in mind.

Flexible, plastic tambour
(grooved/ribbed) wraps.
One length; three heights.

Shelf Kit includes:
● Support poles
● Shelf
● Shelf supporting clips

1/2” thick black
laminate top standard.
Other finishes available.

Single piece wood 
bottom form.
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ULEY120
Ellipse MC 1 CN 2 XT
U-9 

ULEY500
Ellipse MC 4 CN
U-9

ULEY105
Ellipse MC 1 XT
U-8

ULEY104
Ellipse MC 2 XT
U-8

ULEY110
Ellipse MC 1 CN
U-8

ULKY110
Kidn ey MC 1 CN
U-6

ULKY120
Kidn ey MC 1 CN 2 XT
U-7

ULCSE
Ellipse CMC
U-7

ULME
Ellipse MC
U-7

ULKY105R
Kidn ey MC Right XT
U-5 

ULKY105L
Kidn ey MC Left XT
U-5

ULKY104
Kidn ey MC 2 XT
U-6

ULHO2039R
Half Oval C ab RCT
U-4 

ULHO2039L
Half Oval C ab LCT
U-4 

ULCSK
Kidn ey CMC
U-5

ULMK
Kidn ey MC
U-5

ULOC1677
Dbl Oval Cu rving C ab Set    
U-3

ULHO2034
Half Oval C ab
U-3

ULHO2035C
Half Oval C ab CT
U-3

ULO2037
Oval C ab 
U-1 

ULE2041
Elliptical C ab 
U-2

ULOC1639
Oval Cu rving C ab
U-2

ULOC2579
Dbl Oval Cu rving C ab Set    
U-2

ULCS2031
Rectangle CC 
U-1 

UL2031
Rectangle C ab
U-1

ULCSO2037
Oval CC 
U-1

CT     Cu rved Top
MC     Multi-C abinet
CN     Connection Piece
XT     Extension
RCT    Right Cu rved Top
LCT    Left Cu rved Top
CMC  Computer Multi-C abinet

ULMK
Kidn ey MC
U-5

Order #
Description
Page #

NOTE : See p age in Sales binder for options , dimensions and avail able heights.

Quick Reference Guide
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The UltraLite Folding Panel line was designed to provide 

an inexpensive, portable and graphic-ready solution to

accompany standard popup backwalls. These cabinets 

feature curved radius tops to compliment 10’ popups and

folding panel wall systems. Cabinets come standard with

graphic-ready panels in either black or white but are also

available with a fabric finish.

Benefits:

Easy-to-clean, graphic-ready shell.

Strong materials at a fraction of the weight.

Curve fits standard popup backwalls.

Cabinet holds up to 150 lbs. 

(Internal shelf holds up to 20 lbs.)

Fast, simple assembly - no tools required.

Lightweight, stand-alone units.

Available with any Frontrunner or Prelude fabric.

Four stock laminate colors to choose from for tops.

(Non-stock laminate available for a nominal charge.)

Folding Panel 8-05

Inexpensive, portable and 
graphic ready....

Graphic-Ready Folding Curving Cabinets 
21” x 32” x 36” or 42” High. 
Order #’s: GRFC2132-36 or GRFC2132-42.

Also available in Frontrunner or Prelude fabric. 
Order #’s: ULFC2132-36 or ULFC2132-42.
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The Horizon is an attractive collapsible/cascading 

literature dispenser 64”H x 9.5”W x 14”D, with four 

9”W x 14”H x 1.5”D trays. A great way to display

and dispense literature in your booth and best of 

all - your literature can be packed and shipped in 

the trays to avoid additional shipping costs.

Its all-steel construction makes it one of the sturdiest 

literature stands on the market. Clear acrylic retainers 

with removable dividers for pamphlet sizes hold the 

literature securely in place. Available in ebony or silver 

luster. No tools required for set up. Folds to 17.5”H x 

9.75”D x 9.5”W, weighs 18 lb. Shipped in a tri p l e - walled, 

corrugated box.

Key Features of the Horizon:

 Larger literature trays that hold about a ream of paper.

 Clear Lexan retainers for full view of literature - 

removeable for easy cleaning.

 Removeable tray dividers for pamphlet-size literature.

 All-steel construction made entirely in the U.S.A.

 Literature can be packed and shipped right in the trays 

and won't fall out during shipping.

 Trays can be purchased seperately and hung on booth 

walls for a consistent look.

 Wider footprint allowing greater stability.

 Easy, non-pinching set-up.

LSH 10-04

Collapsible, Cascading 
Literature Dispenser

LS-HOR-BLK
LS-HOR-SLVR
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